
Govinet is a multi-channel content distributor that 
protects and promotes online video content made by 
Turkish producers. Ünal Yüksel launched the company 
at the end of 2016, after noticing a gap in the market: 
online developers who were producing content without 
monetising it.
 

It works like this. Govinet works closely with content 
creators to ensure that premium content is uploaded 
to the most suitable platform, promoted to the right 
audiences and, as a result, monetised.
 
To grow brand awareness, better understand user 
behaviour, to target new consumers, and make sales 
conversions, Govinet approached Google. 

Content distributor uses TrueView  
to achieve a 15% conversion rate

Govinet become a box 
office hit with TrueView
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Google Analytics was a crucial tool in helping Govinet 
understand their users better. Google and Govinet 
also scrutinised audience trends in Search and 
YouTube which, when combined with Govinet user 
data, helped them identify and match audiences  
with their preferred content.
 
Google helped with the creation of their most 
successful YouTube TrueView campaign trailing  
a new romantic movie, featuring TrueView ads and 
leading YouTube creators. The TrueView movie 
campaign was then extended into a mobile campaign 
with TurkCell. This sent push notifications to users 
who watched the movie trailer on YouTube, offering  
a discount on tickets to see the movie. The campaign 
received a 15% conversion rate (of people who used 
the discount code to buy a ticket), and the movie 
became the fastest trending of 2016. The trailer 
alone received more than 20 million views and 
generated a wealth of content made by fans.

Govinet feels Google are now essential to their 
marketing strategy. They use all the tools YouTube 
has to offer for strategic targeting and ad formats, 
and the company now knows how to effectively  
data track and test the performance of their new  
AdWords campaigns. 

The goals The approach
• To raise brand awareness of Govinet
• To promote Govinet’s services
• To ensure video content was reaching  

the right audiences
• To manage premium content effectively

• Google Analytics to understand existing user 
behaviour and identify new potential users

• Use TrueView to promote a new romance movie
• Analyse the TrueView data to extend into  

a mobile campaign

The results

20 million views of the the  
trailer and trailer-related user 
generated content

An impressive 15% conversion 
rate from the highly targeted 
TrueView and mobile campaign

300 million monthly views  
across the content they 
distribute on YouTube overall

“Google’s insights have helped us convince people 
they need to spend money on advertising, and 
made them realise that partnering with Google 
means a success story for content creators.”

Ünal Yüksel, Founder, Govinet 

Products used by Govinet:

• YouTube CMS
• DoubleClick for Publishers
• Google Analytics
• TrueView
• Google AdWords


